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With the advent of offshore wind farms, the research into the various phenomenon’s that 
affect its performance is vast and detailed. But the effect of a particular phenomenon, 
atmospheric gravity waves (AGWs), on wind farm performance is limited. AGWs are high 
energy oscillations or waves that often occur when parcels of air in between neutral or 
stable atmospheric layers, succumb to the force of gravity and are then pushed back up due 
to topological or weather front features like temperature or density.  
 
AGWs are frequent over offshore regions and affect the boundary layer over large areas. 
Detecting them through satellite images is easy by an eye test, but not so much when 
viewed digitally through weather and satellite data. Weather data can be obtained from 
reanalysis data which combines past weather forecasts with observational data assimilation.  
 
This project aims to develop a machine learning model that picks out the atmospheric 
conditions, such as temperature and wind speed profile with height, associated with an 
AGW of a certain wavelength and wind speed modulation. The model learns using the 
reanalysis data and satellite images. The model is taught to pick out gravity waves in the 
case of having no satellite image, by clustering the reanalysis data of AGW and any available 
satellite images of AGWs Thus the model can likely pick out the event of an AGW, based 
solely on reanalysis data.  Furthermore, these chosen conditions are inputted into a 
simulation to determine the effect it would have on the power output of a wind farm as well 
as the power output forecast of a wind farm due to the frequency of such occurrences. 
 

Figure 1: Atmospheric gravity wave off the coast of 
Australia 
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